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1. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric blocking sometimes persists for a long time,
leading to extremely high or low temperature and severe
precipitation anomalies over the surrounding area. In
February 1989, a blocking remained over Alaska for ap-
proximately one month (Tanaka and Milkovich 1990). The
monthly mean temperature at Barrow was 18◦C warmer
than normal. The anomaly corresponded to 4 climato-
logical standard deviations, whereas a number of new
record-low temperatures on the surface were reported in
interior Alaska at the end of January. In February 1998,
heavy precipitation related to coastal blocking occurred
over the Southern California (Neiman et al. 2004). The
daily precipitation at Los Angeles was equivalent to cli-
matological monthly precipitation. In August 2003, a heat
wave caused by a very robust and persistent blocking
occurred over Europe (Black et. al. 2004). More than
35,000 people died as a result of this heat wave. Agricul-
tural products also experienced severe damage. A large
number of studies dealing with extreme events related to
the blocking, the mechanism of the blocking, and model
performances in simulating the blocking have been con-
ducted.

It also seems to be very important to estimate the
blocking frequency in the future climate. Nevertheless, fu-
ture change in the blocking was not reported in the IPCC-
AR4 report (Solomon et. al. 2007). In general, it is well
known that the general circulation models underestimate
the blocking frequency (Plamer et. al. 2008; Pelly and
Hoskins 2003; D’Andrea et al. 1998). This fact might
lead to difficulty in determining the future change of the
blocking with reliability.

We have developed a 20-km mesh atmospheric
global circulation model (AGCM; TL959L60) for global
warming projection (Mizuta et. al. 2006). In this
study, we focus on the frequency and the duration of
the blocking simulated by the TL959L60 model and the
lower-resolution models, TL319L60 (60 km), TL159L40
(120 km), and TL95L40 (180 km), for the Northern Hemi-
sphere winter (December – February) in the present-day
(1979–2003) and the future (2075–2099) climates. Also,
in order to estimate uncertainty in the future projection of
the blocking, SST and initial value ensemble simulations
were conducted using a 60-km mesh AGCM.
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2. MODEL AND METHOD

2.1 Model

The AGCM used in this study is a climate model for long-
term climate simulation of Meteorological Research In-
stitute (MRI). This model is based on the operational
global model for medium-range numerical weather pre-
diction at Japan Meteorologocal Agency (JMA). The de-
tails of the AGCM are described in Mizuta et al. (2006).
The simulations were performed at a triangular trunca-
tion 959 with linear Gaussian grid (TL959) in the hori-
zontal and 60 vartical levels. The horizontal resolution
corresponds to a grid size of about 20 km. The AGCMs
with the lower-horizontal resolutions, TL319L60 (60 km),
TL159L40 (120 km), and TL95L40 (180 km), were also
used in order to evaluate impact of the horizontal resolu-
tion on the blocking simulation. It is noted that the vertical
resolution of the TL959 and the TL319 models is different
from that of the TL159 and the TL95 models. The model
integrations were conducted for the present-day (1979–
2003) and the future (2075–2099) climates.

2.2 Boundary Condition

For the present-day simulation, the AGCM was integrated
with observed historical SST (HadISST). For the future
simulation, we prescribed SST in which the change in
SST projected by the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble mean
is added to the HadISST (Mizuta et al. 2008). IPCC
SRES A1B scenario was assumed for future emission of
the green house gases.

2.3 Ensemble simulations

In order to estimate uncertainty in the future projection of
the blocking, the SST and initial value ensemble simula-
tions were conducted using a 60-km mesh AGCM. For the
present-day simulation, the initial value ensemble simu-
lations were conducted with three arbitrary initial values.
For the future simulation, the SST and initial value ensem-
ble simulations were conducted with four SSTs and three
arbitrary initial values (ensemble size is 12). The four
SSTs were made by the addition of the change in SST
projected by the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble mean, the
CSIRO Mk3.0, the MRI-CGCM2.3.2, and the MIROC3.2
(hires) to the HadISST. It is noted that the MIROC3.2
(hires) (CSIRO Mk3.0) model shows a high (low) climate
sensitivity.



2.4 Blocking Index

The data used in this study consists of daily 500 hPa
geopotential height field at 12 Z, both observed and pro-
duced by long integration of the AGCM. The reanalysis by
the JMA (JRA25; Onogi et al. 2007) was adopted as the
observation data for the period December 1979 – Febru-
ary 2004. Before the calculation of the blocking index, the
data was interpotated into 1.25 degree grid spacing.

An objective blocking index, based on D’Andrea et al.
(1998), was used in this study. The following definition is
essentially derived from the work of Lejenãs and O/ kland
(1983). Here only a brief definition is given. The 500
hPa geopotential height meridional gradients, GHGS and
GHGN, are computed for each latitude:

GHGS =
Z(ϕ0) − Z(ϕs)

ϕ0 − ϕs
,

GHGN =
Z(ϕn) − Z(ϕ0)

ϕn − ϕ0
,

(1)

　
where: {

ϕn = 77.5◦N ± ∆,
ϕ0 = 60.0◦N ± ∆,
ϕs = 40.0◦N ± ∆,

　 ∆ = 0◦, 1.25◦, 2.5◦, 3.75◦, 5.0◦.

A specific longitude on a specific day is defined as
blocked if both following conditions are satisfied (for at
least one value of ∆):{

GHGS > 0,

GHGN < −5m/deg lat.
(2)

Similarly to D’Andrea et al. (1998), the two main
sectors of the Northern Hemisphere that are particularly
prone to blocking are defined, with the following longitu-
dinal limits:

Euro-Atlantic : 26.25◦W − 41.25◦E

Pacific : 120◦E − 140◦W

A sector is then defined to be blocked if three or more
adjacent longitudes within its limits are blocked according
to the previous local and instantaneous index definition
(”sector blocking”). The blocking duration is calculated
for the sector blocking, and the loose time-continuity con-
straint is introduced as follows:

When two successive days are considered blocked
by the index in a sector and are followed by a
non-blocked day and then by two more successive
blocked days, the whole event is considered as a
five day long block, assuming the ”hole” simply as
an index failure. An analogous ”tapering” criterion is
applied in the cases of a single non-blocked day pre-
ceded (followed) by three blocked days and followed
(preceded) by a single blocked day.

FIG. 1: Northern Hemisphere wintertime blocking fre-
quency as function of longitude for the JMA/MRI models
with 4 different horizontal resolutions: TL959L60 (20km;
red), TL319L60 (60 km; orange), TL159L40 (120 km;
green), and TL95L40 (180 km; blue), and the JRA25
(1979–2003; black) in the present-day climate (1979-
2003).

3. RESULTS

3.1 Present-Day Climate Experiments

Figure 1 illustrates the blocking frequency as function of
longitude for the JRA25 and the AGCMs in the present-
day climate. In the Northern Hemisphere wintertime
, the observed blocking frequency (black line in each
panel) shows the well-known blocking maxima in the
Euro-Atlantic and the Pacific sectors. The Ural blocking,
a third secondary peak, is also visible at around 60◦E.

It is well known that general circulation models tend
to underestimate the blocking frequency (Plamer et. al.
2008; Pelly and Hoskins 2003; D’Andrea et al. 1998). It
is found that the TL959L60 shows good agreement with
the JRA25 in respect to the Euro-Atlantic blocking fre-
quency. The higher the horizontal resolution is, the better
the blocking frequency is simulated. All the models, how-
ever, tends to overestimate the frequency of the Euro-
Atlantic blocking occurring over the land. The TL959L60
can simulate the long-lived blocking well, while the hori-
zontal resolution of the TL319L60 is not sufficient yet for
the simulation of the long-lived blocking (not shown). The
lower-resolution models are unable to resolve baroclinic
eddies adequately, and as their effect seems to intervene
especially in blocking maintenance processes, this lack
of baroclinic eddy forcing may lead to simulate a larger
number of short-lived blocking than observed. These re-
sults are consistent with that of Tibaldi et al. (1997), who
indicated that an increase of the model resolution is im-
portant to improve the simulation of blocking in the Euro-



FIG. 2: Northern Hemisphere wintertime blocking frequency as function of longitude for the JMA/MRI models with
4 different horizontal resolutions: TL959L60 (20km; upper left), TL319L60 (60 km; upper right), TL159L40 (120 km;
lower left), and TL95L40 (180 km; lower right). The black, blue, and red lines in the each panel are for the JRA25
(1979–2003), the present-day climate run (1979–2003), and the future climate run (2075–2099), respectively.

Atlantic sector.

On the other hand, the horizontal resolution might
not be important for the simulation of the Pacific block-
ing. The lowest-resolution model of the TL95L40 sim-
ulates the Pacific blocking frequency well, whereas the
higher-resolution models overestimate it. In particular,
the TL959L60 shows the highest frequency, which is 1.5
times the observation. The TL959L60 has large bias of
500 hPa height climatology relative to the JRA25 over the
North Pacific region (not shown). This might lead to the
overestimation of the Pacific blocking frequency. Eas-
ily expected from the fact the TL95L40 shows the good
agreement with the JRA25, the TL95L40 simulates the
long-lived Pacific blocking well (not shown). It is con-
sidered that the maintenance mechanism of the Pacific
blocking is different from that of the Euro-Atlantic block-

ing, as suggested in Tibaldi et al. (1997).
In addition, we conducted the ensemble simulations

using a 60-km AGCM. The ensemble simulations were
started from three arbitrary initial values. The uncertainty
in the simulated blocking frequency is shown in Fig. 3 as
±1 standard deviation of three ensemble members (blue
shaded area). It is found that the uncertainty in the simu-
lated blocking frequency is relatively small compared with
the ensemble mean of the blocking frequency.

3.2 Future Climate Experiments

Figure 2 illustrates the future change of the blocking fre-
quency. In the future climate, the Euro-Atlantic block-
ing frequency decreases, except for the TL95L40. In
the TL959L60, the Euro-Atlantic blocking frequency over
the land around 60◦E does not change, whereas the fre-



FIG. 3: Future change in Northern Hemisphere wintertime blocking frequency simulated by a 60-km mesh JMA/MRI
AGCM with 4 different SSTs: CMIP3-MME SST (upper left), CSIRO Mk3.0 SST (upper right), MRI-CGCM2.3.2 SST
(lower left), and MIROC3.2 (hires) SST (lower right). The blue and red lines are for 3-member initial value ensemble
means of the blcoking frequency in the present-day climate run (1979–2003) and the future climate run (2075–2099),
respectively. The blue and red shaded areas show ±1 standard deviation of the blocking frequency measured by 3
initial value ensemble members.

quency around the Greenwich meridian decreases. In
the TL319L60 and TL159L40, the Euro-Atlantic blocking
frequency decreases uniformly independent of the lon-
gitude. The TL95L40, showing bad agreement with the
JRA25 in the present-day climate (Fig. 1), indicates small
increases of the Euro-Atlantic blocking frequency.

In terms of the Pacific blocking, all the models indi-
cate the decreases in the Pacific blocking frequency. The
frequency around 150◦W tends to be same as that in the
present-day climate simulation.

According to the ensemble simulations using a 60-
km AGCM (upper left in Fig. 3), the decreases in the
Euro-Atlantic and the Pacific blocking frequencies are
likely to be certain at the 0.05 level of confidence. In addi-
tion, it is found from the SST ensemble simulations (upper
right, lower left, and lower right in Fig. 3) that the more

the global warming proceeds, the more the Euro-Atlantic
and the Pacific blocking frequencies decrease. In partic-
ular, the significant decreases tend to appear at the west
of the peak of the Euro-Atlantic and the Pacific blocking
frequencies. The range of the future blocking frequency
simulated by ensemble members tends to be larger than
the present one. This might suggest that the decadal vari-
ation of the future blocking frequency is larger than the
present one.

In terms of the Euro-Atlantic blocking duration, the
TL959L60, showing the good agreement with the JRA25
in the present-day climate (Fig. 1), indicates a disappear-
ance of the long-lived (more than 25 days) blockings (Fig.
4). The TL959L60, the TL319L60, and the TL159L40 in-
dicate a decrease in the number of the short-lived (less
than 15 days) blockings. The ensemble simulations sup-



port this result (Fig. 5). However, the ensemble simula-
tion does not indicate the apparent decreases in the num-
ber of the long-lived (more than 25 days) blockings. This
might result from the fact that the TL319L60 cannot sim-
ulate long-lived blockings well in the present-day climate.

In terms of the Pacific blocking duration, the
TL95L40, showing the good agreement with the JRA25 in
the present-day climate (lower right in Fig. 1), indicates
a disappearance of the long-lived (more than 25 days)
blockings (Fig. 6). The TL319L60 shows a decrease in
the number of the long-lived (more than 25 days) block-
ings. The TL159L40 and the TL95L40 suggest that the
short-lived (less than 15 days) blockings decrease. The
ensemble simulations also indicate the decreases in the
number of the long-lived (more than 25 days) blcokings
(Fig. 7). The decreases in the number of the short-lived
(less than 15 days) blockings are not apparent.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, the future change in the Northern Hemi-
sphere wintertime atmospheric blocking was investi-
gated using 20-km, 60-km, 120-km, and 180-km mesh
JMA/MRI AGCMs. It was found in the present-day climate
simulation that the horizontal resolution of the AGCM is
important to simulate the Euro-Atlantic blocking, whereas
the AGCM with the lowest hirizontal resolution shows a
good agreement with the JRA25 for the Pacific blocking
frequency.

In the future climate, the Euro-Atlantic and the Pa-
cific blocking frequencies are likely to decrease. In partic-
ular, the significant decreases tend to appear at the west
of the peak of the Euro-Atlantic and the Pacific blocking
frequencies. It was suggested from the ensemble sim-
ulations that the more the global warming proceeds, the
more the Euro-Atlantic and the Pacific blocking frequen-
cies decrease. The number of the Euro-Atlantic block-
ing decreases in all durations, whereas that of the Pacific
blocking decreases in especially long duration.
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FIG. 4: Future change of wintertime Euro-Atlantic blocking duration for the JMA/MRI models with 4 different horizontal
resolutions: TL959L60 (20km; upper left), TL319L60 (60 km; upper right), TL959L60 (120 km; lower left), and TL959L60
(180 km; lower right). The blue and red bars in the each panel are for the present-day climate run (1979–2003) and the
future climate run (2075–2099), respectively.
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FIG. 5: Future change of wintertime Euro-Atlantic blocking duration simulated by a 60-km mesh JMA/MRI AGCM with
4 different SSTs: CMIP3-MME SST (upper left), CSIRO Mk3.0 SST (upper right), MRI-CGCM2.3.2 SST (lower left),
and MIROC3.2 (hires) SST (lower right). The blue and red bars in the each panel represent the ranges of the number
of the blocking simulated by ensemble members in the present-day climate run (1979–2003) and the future climate run
(2075–2099), respectively.
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FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 4, but for the Pacific blocking.
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FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 5, but for the Pacific blocking.


